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Vibrational relaxation in CO ¿He collisions: Sensitivity to interaction
potential and details of quantum calculations

Roman V. Kremsa)

Department of Chemistry, Physical Chemistry, Go¨teborg University, SE-412 96, Go¨teborg, Sweden

~Received 6 September 2001; accepted 27 December 2001!

The present work investigates the sensitivity of cross sections for vibrational relaxation in He
1CO collisions to details of quantum coupled-states calculations and the choice of vibrational wave
functions used for evaluation of the coupling matrix elements. It is illustrated that theJ-labeled
coupled-states~CS! approach provides results in close agreement with accurate close coupling
calculations and experimental measurements while thel-labeled approximation leads to cross
sections underestimating the accurate data by a large factor. It is shown that centrifugal distortion of
vibrational wave functions enhances cross sections for vibrational relaxation by approximately an
energy independent factor. It is found that vibrationally inelastic cross sections are more sensitive to
high-order terms in the Legendre expansion of the interaction potential when theJ-labeled CS
approach and the accurate vibrational wave functions with centrifugal distortion are used for the
calculations. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1451062#
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I. INTRODUCTION

It was noted in an earlier article by Hutson an
co-workers1 that ‘‘the study of vibrational relaxation of CO
by collisions with He atoms provides a convenient model
which to base analysis of relaxation processes involv
other @heavy# diatomic molecules and other low-mass col
sion partners.’’ Many experimental2,3 and theoretical4–8 in-
vestigations therefore focused on dynamics of vibrationa
inelastic He1CO collisions. Accurate experimental measu
ments of rate constants for vibrational relaxation1 were com-
pared with quantum coupled-states~CS! calculations by Reid
et al.7 and quantum close coupling~CC! calculations by Bal-
akrishnanet al.8 Both these studies employed the most ac
rate potential energy surface~PES! of Heijmen et al.9 The
results of Reidet al.7 underestimated the experimental me
surements by an average factor 0.63 in the whole consid
interval of temperatures~35–200 K!. This systematic under
estimation was attributed to inaccuracy in the PES. The l
calculations of Kobayashiet al. on a different~new! PES,10

however, provided similar results. At the same time the
calculations8 on the same PES9 led to rate constants in ex
cellent agreement with experimental values. It was arg
that the large errors observed by Reidet al. at low tempera-
tures are due to the CS approximation. Recently, we repo
extensive CS calculations of rate constants for vibratio
relaxation~VR! in He1CO(v51) collisions in a wide range
of temperatures.11 The results of our calculations were
close agreement with the experimental data.

There are two major differences between the CS
proach used in Ref. 7 and the CS calculations we have
ported in Ref. 11:~1! the labeling of the CS approximation
different; ~2! the authors of Ref. 7 used approximate vibr

a!Present address: Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics,
Garden Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138; electronic
rkrems@cfa.harvard.edu
4520021-9606/2002/116(11)/4525/5/$19.00
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tional wave functions for evaluation of the coupling matr
elements, whereas we computed all vibrational wave fu
tions from an accurate spectroscopic potential of the
molecule.

The large disagreement between the theoretical res
stimulated the present work, where we investigate the role
the different labeling of the CS approximation and the s
sitivity of cross sections for VR to the choice of vibration
wave functions. In particular, we focus on the effect of t
centrifugal~CF! distortion of the vibrational wave function
for VR in He1CO collisions. To the best of our knowledg
only one article12 was published where the effect of thej
dependence of vibrational wave functions was discusse
conjuncture with vibrationally inelastic He1H2 collisions.
The role of various parametrizations of the CS approxim
tion was investigated by several authors for rotationally
elastic differential scattering,13–17 but it remains an open
question for vibrationally inelastic transitions. As the acc
rate CC calculations of VR in heavy diatomic molecules a
most often impossible, it is important to understand the g
eral performance of the CS approach and we believe tha
results presented in this paper can be relevant for other
lision systems of similar type.

A brief description of the computation methodology
given in Sec. II and the results are presented in Sec.
Section IV summarizes the conclusions.

II. COMPUTATION METHODOLOGY

The detailed description of our CS calculations has b
given in the accompanying paper11 as well as in our previous
works.18 In brief, we solve the following system of second
order differential equations:

60
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5 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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F d2

dR2 1kv j
2 2

Cj V
J

R2 GFv j
JV~R!

52m (
v8, j 8

^v j VuV~r ,R,Q!uv8 j 8V&Fv8 j 8
JV

~R! ~1!

with the usual boundary conditions yielding the body-fixedS
matrix. In this expression,J is the total angular momentum
for the collision,j is the rotational angular momentum of th
CO molecule,V is the body-fixed projection of bothJ and j,
and the wave numberkv, j corresponds to the asymptotic e
ergy of the rovibrational state (v, j ). The diagonal element
of the CF coupling matrixCj V

J are represented as

Cj V
J 5J~J11!1 j ~ j 11!22V2. ~2!

This expression corresponds to theJ-labeled variant of the
CS approach originally introduced by Pack.19 An alternative
l-labeled CS approximation proposed by McGuire a
Kouri20 assumes that the elements of the CF coupling ma
are independent of the rotational quantum number and
Cj V

J 5J(J11).21

The matrix elements on the right-hand side of Eq.~1!
can be conveniently evaluated if the global PES depend
on three Jacobi coordinates~r, R, and Q! is expanded in a
Legendre series. The final expression for the matrix elem
can then be given by

^v j VuV~r ,R,Q!uv8 j 8V&

5 (
l50

lmax

~21!V@~2 j 11!~2 j 811!#1/2S j 8 l j

V 0 2V
D

3S j 8 l j

0 0 0D ^xv
j uVl~r ,R!uxv8

j 8 &, ~3!

where the symbols in parentheses are the 3-j symbols,Vl

denotes the Legendre components of the interaction po
tial, andlmax corresponds to the maximum order term in t
Legendre expansion. The vibrational wave functions ente

the matrix elementŝxv
j uVl(r ,R)uxv8

j 8 & are evaluated numeri
cally from the solution of

F2
1

2mCO

d2

dr2 1VCO~r !1
j ~ j 11!

2mCOr 2Gxv
j ~r !5ev jxv

j ~r !.

~4!

In Eq. ~4! mCO is the reduced mass of the diatomic molecu
ev j denotes the asymptotic energy of CO(v, j ), and the in-
teraction potentialVCO is taken from Ref. 22 in the form of a
Simons–Parr–Finlan function. The use of this potential gi
the rovibrational energy levels of CO very close to the e
perimentally determined values.23 We note that the termj ( j
11) in Eq. ~4! causes centrifugal distortion of the vibra
tional wave functions.

In order to test the sensitivity of VR cross sections to
choice of vibrational wave functions we perform calculatio
with wave functions obtained from Eq.~4! with j 50 only
~i.e., neglecting CF distortion of the wave functions!. We will
denote this approximation by EWF~without thej subscript!
in the list of abbreviations used in the present article~Table
I!. Selected calculations are also performed with vibratio
Downloaded 16 Mar 2002 to 131.142.25.154. Redistribution subject to A
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wave functions chosen in the harmonic approximat
~HOWF!.

We use our own program for all calculations of th
present work.24 In order to verify the accuracy of our resul
we have also performed most of the calculations with
alternative programMOLSCAT25 linking the potential energy
subroutine through the VRTP mechanism. This provides
independent test of the calculations. All presented cross
tions and rate constants are computed on the PES of Heij
et al.,9 which is considered to be superior to other potenti
available for the He1CO system. The number of basis fun
tions, the number of partial waves, and the asymptotic
ergy levels of the CO molecule are chosen in the pres
work exactly as described by Reidet al.7

III. RESULTS

Table II presents an energy dependence of cross sec
for VR of CO(v51,j 50) by He. It is illustrated that the us
of HOWF in the l-labeled CS calculations gives the sam
results as presented by Reidet al.7 If we replace, however,
the HOWF by vibrational wave functions obtained from t
solution of Eq.~4! with the potential,22 the cross sections
decrease by about 22%–35%. If the CF distortion
the wave functions is included in the calculatio

TABLE I. List of abbreviations used in the present paper.

EWFj -J-CSA Exact vibrational wave functions are
used in theJ-labeled CS calculations

EWFj - l -CSA Exact vibrational wave functions are
used in thel-labeled CS calculations

EWF-l -CSA The l-labeled CS calculations with
all vibrational wave functions found
from Eq. ~4! with j 50 only

HOWF-l -CSA The l-labeled CS calculations with
harmonic vibrational wave functions

TABLE II. Cross sections~Å2! for vibrational relaxation of CO by collisions
with He computed using different basis functions.

E
~cm21! Ref. 7

Present
calculationsa EWF-l -CSA EWFj - l -CSA

10 0.40131028 0.39431028 0.29131028 0.35131028

15 0.19431028 0.19531028 0.16131028 0.20331028

25 0.25531028 0.25731028 0.19731028 0.23931028

35 0.28731028 0.28531028 0.21731028 0.26631028

55 0.31731028 0.31931028 0.24331028 0.29331028

70 0.37931028 0.38231028 0.29231028 0.35431028

85 0.44831028 0.45131028 0.34531028 0.41931028

95 0.50831028 0.50931028 0.39031028 0.47431028

130 0.76531028 0.76831028 0.59031028 0.71831028

160 0.10831027 0.10831027 0.83131028 0.10131027

240 0.24531027 0.24631027 0.19031027 0.23231027

390 0.87531027 0.88231027 0.68631027 0.83431027

587 0.32631026 0.32931026 0.25831026 0.31231026

790 0.96331026 0.97331026 0.76631026 0.92631026

1050 0.29531025 0.29931025 0.23731025 0.28631025

1500 0.13131024 0.13331024 0.10731024 0.12931024

1900 0.36431024 0.37031024 0.29831024 0.35931024

2300 0.85231024 0.84731024 0.69031024 0.83131024

aUsing Ho basis functions and thel-labeled CS approach.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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(EWFj - l -CSA) the cross sections increase by about 21
22%. We note that the difference between the results of
HOWF and EWF calculations is greater at small collisi
energies while the effect of the CF distortion is almost ind
pendent of the collision energy. It may also be noticed t
the HO approximation and the EWF approximation can
each other and the results of the HOWF calculations
closer to the accurate EWFj results than the cross section
computed usingj-independent vibrational wave function
We have found the same cancellation of errors for the
1H2 collisions where the discussed effects are significan
more pronounced.26

Table III illustrates the role of the different labeling o
the CS approximation for vibrationally inelastic cross se
tions. The use of theJ labeling enhances cross sections
VR by about 60% at low collision energies and 10%–20%
high collision energies. The results of CC calculations
Balakrishnanet al.8 are also included in Table III and it ca
be seen that theJ-labeled calculations produce results
close agreement with the accurate CC data while
l-labeled approach underestimates the CC values by a l
factor. There is a disagreement between theJ-CSA results
and the CC calculations8 at the two highest collision ener
gies. It should be noted, however, that the CC calculation
Ref. 8 were designed for investigation of VR in the low
temperature limit. The highly reduced basis set used for
CC calculations may therefore not be appropriate for
high energies.

The different labeling of the CS approximation was i
vestigated by several authors13–17 with application for rota-
tionally inelastic differential scattering and magnetic tran
tion amplitudes. As a result of these studies thel-labeled CS
approach was accepted as superior, as it provided sig
cantly better results. The data of Table III indicate that
J-labeled CS approach should be used for calculations
cross sections for VR in heavy diatomic molecules.

TABLE III. Cross sections~Å2! for vibrational relaxation of CO by colli-
sions with He computed using methods.

E
~cm21! EWFj - l -CSA EWFj -J-CSA

Close coupling
calculationsa

10 0.35131028 0.55931028 0.74331028

15 0.20331028 0.36731028 0.40531028

25 0.23931028 0.36531028 0.36231028

35 0.26631028 0.37631028 0.36031028

55 0.29331028 0.44731028 0.42731028

70 0.35431028 0.52931028 0.51431028

85 0.41931028 0.63131028 0.61731028

95 0.47431028 0.70931028
¯

130 0.71831028 0.10631027 0.11031028

160 0.10131027 0.14831027 0.11731027

240 0.23231027 0.33231027 0.35931027

390 0.83431027 0.11731026 0.13031026

587 0.31231026 0.42531026
¯

790 0.92631026 0.12331025 0.14731025

1050 0.28631025 0.37231025 0.11731025

1500 0.12931024 0.16331024 0.44431025

1900 0.35931024 0.44831024
¯

2300 0.83131024 0.10231023
¯

aBalakrishnan and co-workers~Ref. 8!.
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The previous calculations of rate constants for VR
He1CO collisions7 used the ten-term Legendre expansion
the PES9 and all results presented in Tables II and III a
therefore computed withlmax511. We have found, however
that for our calculations11 employing theJ-labeled CS ap-
proach and accurate vibrational wave functions we n
more terms in the Legendre expansion of the same PE
order to obtain converged cross sections at small collis
energies. Table IV illustrates the convergence of the cr
sections computed using different basis functions with
spect to the number of Legendre terms. The convergence
at small collision energies depends on the type of vibratio
wave functions employed! If the HOWF are used in t
l-labeled calculations, less than 20 terms are enough in
Legendre expansion. The same result is obtained with a
rate vibrational wave functions without CF distortion. If thej
dependence of vibrational wave functions is, however,
cluded in the calculations the valuelmax530 should be used
to ensure the converged cross sections at low collision e
gies. Remarkably, the convergence rate depends on the
of CS labeling. If theJ-labeled CS approach is used, the to
number of 39 Legendre terms have to be included in
expansion of the PES. We have used a 50-point Gau
Legendre quadrature scheme for expanding the PES in
angular functions and repeated the calculations with the
point quadratures. The results have not changed.

The illustrated behavior is apparently related to the o
servation that the final rotational distribution of the CO mo
ecules after VR at low collision energies is shifted towa
larger values ofj.11 The VR at low collision energies is mor
often accompanied by large changes of angular momen
which are facilitated by high terms in the potenti
expansion.27 When the HOWF or thej-independent wave
functions are used in the calculations the integr
^xv

j uVl(r ,R)uxv8
j 1D j& are independent ofD j , but when the

CF distortion of vibrational wave functions is included, the
integrals may be more significant for larger values ofD j . At
the same time, when theJ-labeled CS approach is used, th
diagonal elements of the CF matrix corresponding to sta
with high j numbers are significantly more important due
the factorj ( j 11) in Eq.~2!. Thus, the role of highj states of
CO(v50) should be more important for VR of CO(v51)
when theJ-labeled CS approach and the accurate vibratio
wave functions are used.

As a final point, we present in Fig. 1 the temperatu
dependence of the Boltzmann averaged rate constants
puted using theJ-labeled CS approach and accurate vib
tional wave functions as described in Ref. 11. The compu
values are in excellent agreement with experimental m
surements at low temperatures. We conclude, therefore,
theJ-labeled CS method can reliably be used for descript
of VR in He1CO(v51) collisions and the PES of Heijme
et al.9 is accurate over large variations of the Jacobi coor
nates.

IV. SUMMARY

The results of the present work can be summarized
follows:
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE IV. Convergence of the cross sections~Å2! for vibrational relaxation of CO by He computed usin
different basis functions with respect to the number of Legendre terms in expansion of the PES.

E
~cm21! Basis lmax511 lmax520 lmax530 lmax539

EWFj -J-CSA 0.55931028 0.57131028 0.61431028 0.63031028

10 EWFj - l -CSA 0.35131028 0.35331028 0.35531028 0.35931028

EWF-l -CSA 0.29131028 0.29231028 0.29331028 0.29331028

HO-l -CSA 0.39431028 0.39631028 0.39631028 0.39631028

EWFj -J-CSA 0.36531028 0.37831028 0.42731028 0.44531028

25 EWFj - l -CSA 0.23931028 0.24131028 0.24431028 0.24831028

EWF-l -CSA 0.19731028 0.19831028 0.19931028 0.19931028

HO-l -CSA 0.25731028 0.25931028 0.25931028 0.25931028

EWFj -J-CSA 0.37631028 0.38831028 0.43831028 0.45731028

35 EWFj - l -CSA 0.26631028 0.26931028 0.27131028 0.27531028

EWF-l -CSA 0.21731028 0.21831028 0.21931028 0.21931028

HO-l -CSA 0.28531028 0.28731028 0.28731028 0.28731028

EWFj -J-CSA 0.44731028 0.46231028 0.51731028 0.53131028

55 EWFj - l -CSA 0.29331028 0.29631028 0.29931028 0.30331028

EWF-l -CSA 0.24331028 0.24431028 0.24531028 0.24531028

HO-l -CSA 0.31931028 0.32031028 0.32131028 0.32131028

EWFj -J-CSA 0.63131028 0.65231028 0.72631028 0.74231028

85 EWFj - l -CSA 0.41931028 0.42431028 0.42831028 0.43331028

EWF-l -CSA 0.34531028 0.34731028 0.34831028 0.34831028

HO-l -CSA 0.45131028 0.45331028 0.45431028 0.45431028

EWFj -J-CSA 0.10631027 0.11031027 0.12231027 0.12331027

130 EWFj - l -CSA 0.71831028 0.72731028 0.73431028 0.73931028

EWF-l -CSA 0.59031028 0.59431028 0.59531028 0.59631028

HO-l -CSA 0.76831028 0.77331028 0.77431028 0.77431028

EWFj -J-CSA 0.14831027 0.15431027 0.16931027 0.17131027

160 EWFj - l -CSA 0.10131027 0.10231027 0.10331027 0.10431027

EWF-l -CSA 0.83131028 0.83631028 0.83831028 0.83831028

HO-l -CSA 0.10831027 0.10931027 0.10931027 0.10931027

EWFj -J-CSA 0.10231023 0.10531023 0.10531023 0.10531023

2300 EWFj - l -CSA 0.83131024 0.83931024 0.83931024 0.83931024

EWF-l -CSA 0.69031024 0.69331024 0.69331024 0.69331024

HO-l -CSA 0.84731024 0.85131024 0.85131026 0.85131024
n-
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~1! The sensitivity of cross sections for VR in He1CO
collisions to the choice of vibrational wave functions is i
vestigated and it is shown that the harmonic approxima
for vibrational wave functions leads to data which under
timate the more accurate results by about 35%–20%,
error being larger at small collision energies. The CF dis
tion of vibrational wave functions enhances the VR cro
sections by approximately an energy independent fa
1.22.

~2! The role of different labeling of the CS approxim
tion is investigated and it is shown that the use of
J-labeled CS approach leads to significantly better res
than the l-labeled calculations. We recommend that t
J-labeled CS approach be used for description of VR
heavy diatomic molecules.

~3! It is illustrated that cross sections for VR at lo
collisions energies computed using accurate vibrational w
functions with CF distortion and theJ-labeled CS approach
exhibit a slower rate of convergence with respect to the nu
ber of Legendre terms in expansion of the interaction pot
ar 2002 to 131.142.25.154. Redistribution subject to A
n
-
e

r-
s
or

e
ts

n

e

-
n-

FIG. 1. Rate constants for vibrational relaxation of CO(v51) in collisions
with He atoms: full curve—present calculations, broken curve—coupl
states calculations of Reidet al. ~Ref. 7!, symbols—experimental measure
ments.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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tial. This indicates an increased importance of high rotatio
states of CO(v50) for VR of CO(v51) at low energies and
suggests that the errors due to the use of approximate~har-
monic or j-independent! vibrational wave functions may, in
fact, be larger at low collision energies than stated in p.~1! of
this summary.
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